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FRYDERYK CHOPIN (1810–1849)
Gdzie lubi (There where she loves) Op. 74 No. 5 (1829)
Pierścień (The ring) Op. 74 No. 14 (1836)
Wojak (The warrior) Op. 74 No. 10 (1831)
Piosnka Litewska (Lithuanian song) Op. 74 No. 16 (1831)
Śliczny chl/opiec (Handsome lad) Op. 74 No. 8 (1841)

Of the four composers represented on this CD by their songs, Chopin was by far the
least ambitious in the art of setting words to music. As he said when urged to
compose more for the voice, ‘Just leave me to my piano: that’s what I do.’ Although
he wrote songs over a period of at least sixteen years – the earliest of the nineteen
surviving examples dates from 1829, the latest from 1845 – he attached little value
to them and made no attempt to get them published. It wasn’t until 1857, eight
years after his death, that they appeared in print (as Op. 74), and for decades
afterwards they were still more likely to be heard in Liszt’s Chants polonais, a
popular set of solo-piano transcriptions, than in the original.

Not among the songs Liszt chose to transcribe, Gdzie lubi is the earliest of
Chopin’s eight settings of poems by his friend Stefan Witwicki. It is also one of the
most sophisticated, at least in the sense that it is through-composed, changing not
only its tune and its harmonies for the middle stanza but also its dance rhythms,
from waltz to mazurka, and adding more mazurka rhythms in the brilliant little
piano postlude. Pierścień, another Witwicki setting written six years later for Maria
Wodzinska, is presented as a comparatively simple mazurka – too simple for Liszt,
who transformed it into a passable imitation of the piano piece Chopin might have
written with the same material.

Wojak, the last of the three Witwicki settings in this group, is a heroic inspiration
written in Vienna early in 1831, possibly in reaction to the events in Warsaw in
November 1830. Chopin was unable to take part in the uprising but, as he said, he
could ‘at least beat the drum’ – as he so effectively does here in a ballad which, if
it is scarcely equal to the Erlkönig comparison regularly applied to it, certainly
develops a galloping momentum. Traditionally attributed to Witwicki (who quoted it
in the preface to his collection of Piosnki Siellski in 1830), the text of Piosnka
Litewska was actually translated by Ludwig Osinski from a Lithuanian original.
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GARRICK OHLSSON
Since his triumph as winner of the 1970 Chopin
International Piano Competition, pianist Garrick
Ohlsson has established himself worldwide as
a musician of magisterial interpretive and
technical prowess. Although he has long been
regarded as one of the world’s leading
exponents of the music of Frédéric Chopin,
Mr Ohlsson commands an enormous repertoire,
which ranges over the entire piano literature. 

A native of White Plains, NY, Mr Ohlsson
began his piano studies at the age of eight.
He attended the Westchester Conservatory of
Music and at thirteen entered The Juilliard
School in New York City. His musical develop-
ment has been influenced in completely
different ways by a succession of distinguished

teachers, most notably Claudio Arrau, Olga Barabini, Tom Lishman, Sascha
Gorodnitzki, Rosina Lhévinne and Irma Wolpe. Although he won First Prizes at the
1966 Busoni Competition in Italy and 1968 Montréal Piano Competition, it was his
1970 triumph at the Chopin Competition in Warsaw, where he won the Gold Medal,
that brought him worldwide recognition as one of the finest pianists of his
generation. Since then he has made nearly a dozen tours of Poland, where he
retains immense personal popularity. Mr Ohlsson was awarded the Avery Fisher
Prize in 1994 and received the 1998 University Musical Society Distinguished Artist
Award in Ann Arbor, MI. He makes his home in San Francisco.

A prolific recording artist, Mr Ohlsson can be heard on the Arabesque, RCA
Victor Red Seal, Angel, Bridge, BMG, Delos, Hänssler, Nonesuch, Telarc, and Virgin
Classics labels. He has recorded the complete Beethoven sonatas for Bridge
Records, the third disc winning a Grammy Award in 2008 for Best Instrumental
Soloist Performance. His most recent project is a set of the complete works of
Chopin, originally recorded as separate discs for Arabesque and now re-issued as a
sixteen-disc boxed set on Hyperion. 
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Through-composed in folk-song idiom (even if the idiom is Polish rather than
Lithuanian), affectionately characterized and wittily eventful, Chopin’s setting is
one of the most accomplished of his songs. If there seems to be some erotic
significance in the snatch of mazurka, where the metre briefly changes from !! to "!
on the mention of the boyfriend, the Zeleski setting Śliczny chl/opiec – an adoring
love song charmingly dancing in mazurka rhythms throughout – confirms that
indeed there is.

SERGE RACHMANINOV (1873–1943)
Khristos voskres (Christ is risen) Op. 26 No. 6 (1906)
Davno v lyubvi (How fleeting is love’s delight) Op. 14 No. 3 (1896)
Ona, kak polden’ khorosha (She is as beautiful as noon) Op. 14 No. 9 (1896)

If Rachmaninov had not had to leave Russia in the middle of his career – a couple
of months after the October Revolution in 1917 – he might well have become one
of the great song composers of the twentieth century, alongside the likes of
Debussy and Strauss. Certainly, he wrote well over eighty songs at fairly regular
intervals during the twenty-five years before his departure and none at all in the
twenty-six years left to him after that. It was as though, having cut himself off from
his native country and its language, he had cut himself from its poetry too.
Whatever the reasons for his abandonment of the medium, it was uncompromising
and absolute.

One of the most impressive of all Rachmaninov’s songs, Khristos voskres is the
centre of gravity of the Fifteen Romances written at Ivanovka in the late summer of
1906, shortly before the his departure for Dresden and the composition of the
Second Symphony. In spite of the pianist’s allusions to the Easter chant from the
Obikhod in the opening and closing bars, it is not a hymn to Easter but, far from it,
a bitterly ironic, eloquently declaimed denunciation of the evil in the modern world.

The Twelve Romances Op. 14 were the last songs Rachmaninov wrote before the
traumatic failure of his First Symphony in 1897 and indeed – apart from one or two
isolated examples – the last before the success of the Second Piano Concerto
restored his self-confidence in 1901. This is not to say, however, that gloom was
unknown to him when working on his Op. 14. His choice of Afanasy Fet’s Davno v
lyubvi and his setting of it, with its drooping vocal line and dramatically eloquent

3
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EWA PODLEŚ
With her distinctive, dramatic voice of
staggering range, agility and amplitude, Ewa
Podleś is widely regarded as the world’s
foremost contralto. Her engagements include
the Seattle Opera (title role of Handel’s
Giulio Cesare, Adalgisa in Bellini’s Norma
and Erda in Wagner’s Ring cycle); San Diego
Opera (Cesare); San Francisco Opera
(Polinesso in Handel’s Ariodante), Canadian
Opera Company (Cesare, Jocasta in Oedipus
Rex, Klytämnestra in Elektra and title role of
Rossini’s Tancredi); Houston Grand Opera
(Ulrica in Verdi’s Un ballo in maschera and the
Marquise in Donizetti’s La fille du régiment);
Dallas Opera (Bertarido in Handel’s Rodelinda
and Erda); Milwaukee’s Florentine Opera
(Azucena in Verdi’s Il Trovatore); Michigan
Opera Theatre (Ulrica) and Minnesota Opera
(Malcolm in Rossini’s La donna del lago) and Atlanta Opera (Azucena). She returns
to the Metropolitan Opera in 2008–2009 as La Cieca in La Gioconda.

In addition to her rigorous operatic calendar, Ewa Podleś is one of the most
acclaimed recital performers in the world. She has been on the major art-song
series of Cleveland, Atlanta, St. Paul, Chicago, Paris, Amsterdam, London, Toronto,
Moscow, Warsaw, Montreal, San Juan, Québec and New York (Alice Tully Hall and
the 92nd Street Y). Festival invitations include New York’s Bard Festival, Aix-en-
Provence, Flanders, Montpellier and Lanaudière. Her many collaborations with Marc
Minkowski and Les Musiciens du Louvre includes two Deutsche Grammophon
recordings: Handel’s Ariodante and Gluck’s Armide. Other recent issues include two
acclaimed Delos recordings: Handel Arias and Russian Arias, a CD of Chopin songs
on Arabesque (now reissued in a Hyperion boxed set) and on DUX a recital at the
Warsaw Philharmonic (live) with pianist Garrick Ohlsson, with whom she often
appears in recital.
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piano part, surely confirm that he was well acquainted with melancholy even then.
Scarcely happier, as the piano’s fateful bass notes between the two stanzas and at
the end suggest, Ona, kak polden’ khorosha is one of a pair of fascinatingly and
aptly orientalist settings of texts signed by N. Minsky, a pseudonym adopted by the
Jewish poet N.M. Vilenkin.

PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY (1840–1893)
Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla (Was I not a little blade of grass) 

Op. 47 No. 7 (1880)
Net, tol’ko tot, kto znal (No, only one who knows longing) Op. 6 No. 6 (1869)
Pesn’ Zemfirï (Zemfira’s song) (1855–60)

The Tchaikovsky group seems to offer alternative answers to the dilemma so
poignantly described in the first of them, Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla – a
consciously Russian, almost even Musorgskyan setting of a translation from a
Ukranian original, which makes particularly expressive use of a folk-derived
inflections in the three-line refrain. One answer is to go on lamenting like Goethe’s
Mignon, whose suffering (of a quite different order from that of the Ukranian girl)
has inspired many versions of ‘Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt’ but few as moving or
as accomplished as Tchaikovsky’s setting of Lev Mey’s Russian translation. The
other alternative is to rebel like Pushkin’s Zemfira, the spirited Gypsy protagonist of
the first of Tchaikovsky’s several Gypsy songs and one of the earliest of all his
works.

KAROL SZYMANOWSKI (1882–1937)

Masques Op. 34 (1915–16) for solo piano 

Shéhérazade
Tantris le bouffon
Sérénade de Don Juan

Szymanowski’s two most popular piano works, Métopes and Masques, were both
written in the middle of the First World War at his home in Tymoszówka in the
Ukraine. Neither the time nor the place left the slightest mark, however, on music
conceived under the influence of the evidently still-thrilling liberation of the senses
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experienced by the Polish composer on a trip to Sicily and North Africa in the
spring of 1914. A passionate interest in Mediterranean and Arab cultures joined
a fascination with visionary Skryabin and a recent exposure to the latest
developments in French music – he met both Debussy and Ravel in Paris on his way
back from Italy – to inspire an intensely personal hyper-impressionism.

Although the three movements of Masques bear descriptive titles like those of
Métopes, they are probably not as important in this case. In Shéhérazade, for
example, there is little orientalism of the kind to be found in Ravel’s orchestral
songs of the same name or Rimsky-Korsakov’s symphonic suite. At the same time it
is difficult to detect any narrative content beyond, perhaps, an at times voluptuous
and at times dangerous nocturnal atmosphere. In spite of its extravagant colouring
and the virtuosity applied in achieving it, Shéhérazade seems to be about a purely
musical subject: that is the theme with the habanera rhythm anticipated in the
Skryabinesque Lento assai, languido introduction and presented in its definitive
form – after an accelerating cadenza of swirling arpeggios, trills, and repeated
notes – in a gentle #$ Allegretto. There are other, unrelated themes, like the lovely
melody introduced pianissimo in an untroubled D major after the con passione
central climax. Even so it is the habanera theme that dominates the last third of the
piece, first in a dramatically treated "$ Vivace variant and finally in its original form
in the closing bars.

The title of the second movement, Tantris le bouffon, alludes to Ernst Hardt’s
parody Tantris der Narr which makes a special feature of that episode in the
legend where, in order to gain access to Isolde in King Mark’s court, Tristan
anagrammatically changes his name to Tantris and disguises himself as a jester. It
seems unlikely, however, that Szymanowski was thinking here of programmatic
detail rather than of the musical challenge of creating a scherzo which integrates
caricature and pathos not by alternating them in a simple ternary form – as in
Ravel’s Alborada del gracioso which is often said to be the source of his
inspiration – but in a constant fluctuation between the two extremes. Whatever his
thinking, it is brilliantly done – and not without recalling the habanera from
Shéhérazade, once in the middle and once near the end.

The habanera theme also occurs near the end of Sérénade de Don Juan where,
of course, it geographically belongs. The question of what it is doing in Shéhérazade

5

Na kholm podnyavshis, oglyanulas, Mounting a hill, he looks around,
Ostanovilas, ulïbnulas... he halts and smiles.
I nad ravninoy boyevoy And then across the battlefield
Razdalsa golos rokovoy: his doom-laden voice thunders out:

‘Konchena bitva! ya vsekh pobedila! ‘The battle is over! I have conquered you all!
Vse predo mnoy vï smirilis, boytsï! You soldiers have all yielded to me.
Zhizn vas possorila, ya pomirila! Life made you enemies, I reconcile you.
Druzhno vstavayte na smotr, mertvetsï! Rise as comrades for inspection, you dead men.

Marshem torzhestvennïm mimo proydite, Pass by me in solemn procession:
Voysko moyo ya khochu soschitat. I want to count my troops.
V zemlyu potom svoi kosti slozhite, Then lay your bones to rest in the ground,
Sladko ot zhizni v zemle otdïkhat! relish the peace of lying in the earth.

Godï nezrimo proydut za godami, Year will follow year unnoticed,
V lyudyakh ischeznet i pamyat o vas. even your memory will fade in men’s hearts.
Ya ne zabudu i gromko nad vami But I shall not forget. Every midnight
Pir budu pravit v polunochnïy chas! I shall hold a clamorous feast above you.

Plyaskoy tyazhyoloyu zemlyu sïruyu With my heavy dance I shall trample down
Ya pritopchu, shtobï sen grobovuyu the damp soil, so that for all eternity
Kosti pokinut vo vek ne mogli, your bones never leave their tomb,
Shtob nikogda vam ne vstat iz zemli!’ so that you never rise again from the earth.’

(Arseniy Golenishtchev-Kutusov 1848–1913)

encore

SERGE RACHMANINOV (1873–1943)

Prokhodit vsyo Op. 26 No. 15 (1906) All things pass away

Prokhodit vsyo, i net k nemu vozvrata, All things pass away, nothing will ever return.
Zhizn’ mchitsya vdal’, mgnoveniya bïstreye. Life hurries on, like passing moments.
Gde zvuki slov, zvuchavshikh nam kogda-to? Words uttered once find echo in oblivion.
Gde svet zari nas ozarivshikh dney? Who can call back yesterday’s dawn?
Rastsvel tsvetok,a azavatra on uvyanet. A flower grows, and tomorrow in withered.
Gorit ogon’, chtob vskore otgoret’ … A flame springs up, only to die in ashes …
Idyot volna, nad ney drugaya vstanet … The waters flow past, never still for a moment …
Ya ne mogu veselïkh pesen pet’! There cannot be any joy in my song!

(Daniil Rathaus 1868–1937)

English translations by Andrew Huth © 2009
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and Tantris le bouffon clearly cannot be answered by reference to any kind of
programmatic purpose. Once again it seems that the answer is a musical one – in
this case a concern for securing some kind of thematic unity between the three
pieces (the fact that Sérénade de Don Juan was written first does not invalidate the
argument.) As with Tantris le bouffon Szymanowski has been accused of modelling
Sérénade de Don Juan on a French precedent. While there are echoes of Ravel’s
Alborada del gracioso again, or Debussy’s La sérénade interrompue, no composer
has created a more brilliant piano fantasy from the sounds, rhythmic figurations
and harmonies associated with the Spanish guitar than Szymanowski does here. 

MODEST MUSORGSKY (1839–1881)

Pesni i plyaski smerti (Songs and Dances of Death) (1875–7)

Kolïbel’ naya (Lullaby)
Serenada (Serenade)
Trepak
Polkovodets (The Field-Marshal)

‘Songs and dances’ is a serious understatement. Each one of the confrontations
with the symbolic figure of Death in Musorgsky’s Pesni i plyaski smerti is a
powerfully dramatic scene, some of them including a song or a dance but only
where the narrative situation demands it. The most extreme example is the first (in
the order the composer placed them), Kolïbel’ naya. Based on a story similar to that
of Schubert’s Erlkönig, in which Death wrests the ailing child from the protection of
the despairing parent, it is set in a quite different way. Erlkönig, though dramatic in
its characterization, is a pure song in which the words are aligned to a melodic
structure recurring from stanza to stanza. There is no comparable melodic structure
in Kolïbel’ naya. The vocal line is inflected according to the natural rise and fall of
the words of the narrator – of Death and of the hapless Mother – set against a piano
part concerned not so much with accompaniment in the conventional sense as with
heightening the drama: it creates the night-time sick-room atmosphere, signals
events like the eerie footsteps outside and the shock of the rap on the door, and
contrasts the emotional state of the Mother with the chilling implacability of Death.
The one melody, anticipated on Death’s first entry, is the recurring seven-note

6

Gorem, toskoy da nuzhdoy tomnïy, You’re worn out with grief, misery and poverty.
Lyag, prikorni, da usni, rodimïy! Lie down, curl up and sleep, my friend.
Ya tebya, golubchik moy, snezhkom sogreyu, I’ll warm you with a blanket of snow,
Vkrug tebya velikuyu igru zateyu. I’ll create a beautiful scene around you.

Vzbey-ka postel, tï myatel-lebyodka! Make up his bed, swan-white snow!
Gey, nachinay, zapevay pogodka! Strike up your song, blizzard!
Skazku, da takuyu, shtob vsyu noch tyanulas, Sing him a song that will last all night,
Shtob pyanchuge krepko pod neyo zasnulos. so the old drunk will sleep soundly.

Oy, vï lesa, nebesa, da tuchi, Come, forest, sky and clouds,
Tem, veterok, da snezhok letuchiy, darkness, wind and whirling snowflakes:
Sveytes pelenoyu, snezhnoy, pukhovoyu; weave a shroud of feather-light snow,
Yeyu, kak mladentsa, starichka prikroyu. I’ll wrap the old man up like a baby.

Spi, moy druzhok, muzhichok schastlivïy, Sleep, my friend, you lucky old peasant.
Leto prishlo, rastsvelo! Nad nivoy Summer is here and blooming. The sun
Solnïshko smeyotsa, da serpï gulyayut, smiles over the meadows, sickles flash,
Pesenka nesyotsa, golubki letayut ...’ there’s singing in the air, doves fly past …’

Polkovodets (1877) The Field-Marshal

Grokhochet bitva, bleshut broni, A battle is raging, armour flashes,
Orudya zhadnïe revut, bronze cannons roar,
Begut polki, nesutsa koni regiments charge, horses plunge,
I reki krasnïe tekut. the rivers run red with blood.

Pïlayet polden, lyudi byutsa; At scorching midday, they’re fighting;
Sklonilos solntse, boy silney; at sunset the battle is fiercer;
Zakat bledneyet, no derutsa as the light dims, the enemies
Vragi vse yarostney i zley. fight even more savagely.

I pala noch na pole brani. Night falls over the battlefield,
Druzhinï v mrake razoshlis... the troops disperse in the dark.
Vsyo stikhlo, i v nochnom tumane Everything becomes still, and in the night air
Stenanya k nebu podnyalis. groans rise up to the heavens.

Togda, ozarena lunoyu, And then, illuminated by the moon,
Na boyevom svoyom kone, riding his war horse,
Kostey sverkaya beliznoyu, his bones glistening white,
Yavilas smert. I v tishine, Death appears. Amidst the stillness,

Vnimaya vopli i molitvï, he listens to the cries and the prayers,
Dovolstva gordovo polna, and full of grim satisfaction
Kak polkovodets mesto bitvï he rides around the field of battle
Krugom obekhala ona. like a field marshal.
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phrase ‘Bayushki, bayu, bayu’ which is fatally augmented in rhythm in the last two
bars.

Serenada also has a parallel in Schubert’s songs. But, while it is based on a
scenario similar to that of Der Tod und das Mädchen, it is quite different again. The
impressionistic piano scoring of the scene-setting introduction (composed before
Debussy and Ravel had written a note of music) is an extraordinary inspiration.
Death’s serenade is the sinister, leering obverse of the troubadour song in Il vecchio
castello in Pictures at an Exhibition.

Trepak, the earliest of the four pieces (and the opening number in Rimsky-
Korsakov’s edition of the cycle) is a remarkably flexible construction. It incorporates
nature descriptions as widely contrasted as the whirling blizzard in the middle and
the deceptively lyrical evocation of summer at the end, and yet it is always ready to
break into the Ukrainian dance through which Death allies himself with his drunken
peasant victim. It is even more remarkable that much of the melodic material
derives from the four notes of the Dies Irae first postulated low in the pianist’s left
hand in the opening bar.

Written two years after the rest of the cycle (in 1877), Polkovodets is the most
vividly coloured and, as much because of its battle-field imagery as the irresistible
power of Field-Marshal Death, the most terrifying. The piano writing of the
introduction derives to some extent from Liszt but still more from Musorgsky’s
fearless harmonic and acoustic imagination. The massively scored march theme in
the second half derives from a Polish revolutionary song, ‘Z dymem pozarów’.

Four years later Musorgsky himself was dead, his Songs and Dances of Death
still unpublished like much of his work. According to Vladimir Stasov, who
suggested the idea of the cycle to the composer in the first place, he had planned
four further songs and had actually played extracts to him. If Musorgsky’s young
poet friend Arseni Golenishtchev-Kutusov (who wrote the words for the existing
songs) supplied texts for the other four, nothing survives of them.

Notes by Gerald Larner © 2009

7

Son ne smïkayet blestyashchiye ochi, No sleep has touched those sparkling eyes,
Zhizn k naslazhdenyu zovyot, life invites her to enjoy its pleasures.
A pod okoshkom v molchani polnochi But beneath her window, in the still night,
Smert serenadu poyot: Death sings his serenade.

‘V mrake nevoli surovoy i tesnoy ‘Your youth is fading away
Molodost vyanet tvoya. in cruel, gloomy captivity.
Rïtsar nevedomïy, siloy chudesnoy I am your unknown knight, come to free you
Osvobozhu ya tebya. with my magic powers.

Vstan, posmotri na sebya: krasotoyu Stand up, look at yourself!
Lik tvoy prozrachnïy blestit, Your delicate face glows with beauty,
Shchyoki rumyanï, volnistoy kosoyu your cheeks are rosy, wavy tresses
Stan tvoy, kak tuchey obvit. waft around your body like a cloud.

Pristalnïkh glaz goluboye siyane, The piercing gaze of your blue eyes
Yarche nebes i ognya. is brighter than the sky or than fire.
Znoyem poludennïm veyet dïkhane... You breathe the sultry heat of midday,
Tï obolstila menya. you have conquered me.

Slukh tvoy plenilsa moyey serenadoy, You are captivated by my serenade,
Rïtsarya shopot tvoy zval, you call to your knight in a whisper.
Rïtsar prishyol za posledney nagradoy: Your knight has come for his reward,
Chas upoyenya nastal. the moment of ecstasy has arrived.

Nezhen tvoy stan, upoitelen trepet. The trembling of your tender body thrills me,
O, zadushu ya tebya I shall smother you in my strong embrace.
V krepkikh obyatyakh: lyubovnïy moy lepet Listen to my whispered words of love …
Slushay ... molchi ... Tï moya!’ Be silent … You are mine!’

Trepak (1875) Trepak

Les, da polyanï, bezlyude krugom. A forest clearing, not a soul around.
Vyuga i plachet i stonet; A blizzard howls and moans.
Chuyetsa, budto vo mrake nochnom, It feels as though in the black night
Zlaya, kovo-to khoronit. the Evil one is burying somebody.

Glyad, tak i yest! V temnote muzhika And look, there he is! In the darkness Death
Smert obnimayet, laskayet. is embracing and caressing a peasant.
S pyanenkim plyashet vdvoyom trepaka, He’s dancing a trepak with the drunk
Na ukho pesn napevayet: and crooning a song into his ear:

‘Okh, muzhichok, starichok ubogoy, ‘Ah, you wretched old peasant,
Pyan napilsa, poplyolsa dorogoy, you got blind drunk and staggered off home.
A metel-to, vedma, podnyalas, vzïgrala, But, like an old witch, a blizzard arose
S polya v les dremuchiy nevznachay zagnala. and lured you from the fields into the forest.
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MODEST MUSORGSKY (1839–1881)
Pesni i plyaski smerti Songs and Dances of Death

Kolïbelnaya (1875) Lullaby

Stonet rebyonok. Svecha, nagoraya, A moaning child. A room dimly lit
Tusklo mertsayet krugom. by a flickering candle.
Tseluyu noch kolïbelku kachaya, A mother has kept awake all night,
Mat ne zabïlasa snom. rocking the cradle.

Ranïm-ranokhonko v dver ostorozhno, At first light, merciful Death
Smert serdobolnaya stuk! softly knocks at the door. The mother
Vzdrognula mat, oglyanulas trevozhno... starts up, looking anxiously around.
‘Polno pugatsa, moy drug! ‘Don’t by frightened, my friend.

Blednoye utro uzh smotrit v okoshko. Pale dawn already glimmers at the window.
Placha, toskuya, lyublya, Your tears of grief and love
Tï utomilas. Vzdremni-ko nemnozhko, have exhausted you. Sleep for a while,
Ya posizhu za tebya. I’ll watch for you.

Ugomonit tï ditya ne sumela. You could not soothe your child,
Slashche tebya ya spoyu.’ but my song is sweeter than yours.’
‘Tishe! rebyonok moy mechyotsa, byotsa, ‘Be quiet! My child is feverish and struggling,
Dushu terzayet moyu!’ It’s breaking my heart.’

‘Nu, da so mnoyu on skoro uymyotsa. ‘Ah, but I shall soon calm him.
Bayushki, bayu, bayu.’ Lullaby, lullay …’
‘Shchyochki bledneyut, slabeyet dïkhane ... ‘His cheeks are pale, his breathing is weaker …
Da zamolchi-zhe, molyu!’ Be quiet, I beg you!’

‘Dobroye znamene, stikhnet stradane. ‘A good sign: his suffering will soon be over.
Bayushki, bayu, bayu.’ Lullaby, lullay …’
‘Proch tï, proklyataya! Laskoy svoyeyu ‘Go away, you monster! Your caress
sgubish tï radost moyu!’ will destroy my darling.’

‘Net, mirnïy son ya mladentsu naveyu. ‘No, I’m lulling him peacefully to sleep.
Bayushki, bayu, bayu.’ Lullaby, lullay …’
‘Szhalsa, pozhdi dopevat, khot mgnovene, ‘Have mercy, wait a moment,
Strashnuyu pesnyu tvoyu!’ don’t finish your terrifying song!’

‘Vidish, usnul on pod tikhoye pene. ‘Look: my gentle song has sent him to sleep.
Bayushki, bayu, bayu.’ Lullaby, lullay …’

Serenada (1875) Serenade

Nega volshebnaya, noch golubaya, An enchanting languour, an azure night,
Trepetnïy sumrak vesnï. the shimmering twilight of spring…
Vnemlet, poniknuv golovkoy, bolnaya Her head bowed, a sick girl
Shopot nochnoy tishinï. listens to the whisperings of the night.
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FRYDERYK CHOPIN (1810–1849)

Gdzie lubi Op. 74 No. 5 There where she loves

Strumyk lubi w dolinie, Streams gurgle through the valley;
Sarna lubi w gȩstwinie, Birds are nesting under the eaves;
Ptaszek lubi pod strzecha̧, Deer hide in the forest,
Lecz dziewczyna, dziewczyna! But where can a girl’s heart find its home?

Z uciecha̧ lubi gdzie niebieskie oko, Perhaps where there are bright blue eyes,
Lubi gdzie i czarne oko, Or dark, deep, mysterious ones;
Lubi gdzie wesol/e pieśni, But to songs of love or pain
Lubi gdzie i smutne pieśni. Her heart may or may not fly.

Sama nie wie gdzie lubi, She herself is powerless
Wszȩdzie, wszȩdzie serce zgubi, As to where her heart will alight.
Sama nie wie gdzie lubi, She is powerless
Wszȩdzie serce zgubi. As to where her heart will stray.

(Stefan Witwicki 1801–1847)

Pierścień Op. 74 No. 14 (1836) The ring

Smutno niańki ci śpiewaly, Again you stand before me
A ja juz. kochal/em, Clothed in childlike pride, my love,
A na lewy palec mal/y As when in boyhood
Srebrny pierścień dal/em. I asked you to be my bride,
Pobrali dziewczȩta drudzy, Then I, your youthful lover,
Ja wiernie kochal/em, Gave you a tiny ring.
Przyszedl/ ml/ody chl/opiec cudzy And you promised me
Choć ja pierścień dal/em. To wear it until death.

Muzykantów zaproszono, But now I am far away,
Na godach śpiewal/em! Wishing I was near you.
Innego zostal/aś z.ona̧, And now you have married another man,
Ja zawsze kochal/em. Forgetting me and my ring.
Dziś dziewczȩta mnie wyśmialy, But you will never be
Gorzko zaplakal/em: Separated from my love.
Proz.nom wierny byl/ i stal/y, You, and that dear ring,
Proz.no pierścień dal/em. Will be cherished in my thoughts forever.

(Stefan Witwicki 1801–1847)

Wojak Op. 74 No. 10 (1831) The warrior

Rz.y mój gniady, ziemiȩ grzebie, Hark! My steed stamps the dust;
Puśćcie, czas juz., czas! He has heard the call!
Ciebie, ojcze, matko, ciebie, Farewell father, mother, sisters;
Siostry, z.egnam was! Farewell to you all!
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Nyet, tol’ko tot kto znal Op. 6 No. 6 (1869) No, only one who knows longing

Nyet, tol’ko tot kto znal sveedanya zhazhdoo, No, only one who knows longing,
Paymyot kak ya stradal ee kak ya strazhdoo. Will know how I have suffered, and how I suffer now.
Glyazhoo ya dal’ … I look into the distance …
Net seel, tooskneyet oko … I’ve no more strength, my eyes grow dim …
Akh, kto menya lyubeel e znal dalyoko! Ah, the one who loved me and knew me is far away!

Nyet, tol’ko tot kto znal sveedanya zhazhdoo, No, only one who knows longing,
Paymyot kak ya stradal ee kak ya strazhdoo. Will know how I have suffered, and how I suffer now.
Vsya grood’ gareet … My heart’s aflame …
Kto znal sveedanya zhazhdoo, Only one who knows longing
Paymyot kak ya stradal, ee kak ya strazhdoo. Will know how I have suffered, and how I suffer now.

(Lev Mey 1822–1862, after Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 1749–1832)

Pesn’ Zemfirï Zemfira’s song

Staryi muzh, groznyi muzh, rezh minya, Old man, dreadful man, stab me,
Staryi muzh, groznyi muzh, zhgi minya, Old man, dreadful man, burn me,
Ya tverda, ne bayus’ I am strong, I don’t fear
Ni agnya, ni mecha, Either fire or sword,
Rezh minya, zhgi minya! Stab me, burn me!

Nenavizhu tibya, I hate you,
Prezirayu tibya, I despise you,
Ya drugovo lyublyu, I love another,
Umirayu lyubya. I die full of love.

On svezheye vesny, He is fresher than the spring,
Zharche letneva dnya; Warmer than a summer’s day;
Kak on molot i smel! How young and brave he is!
Kak on lyubit minya! How he loves me!

(Aleksandr Pushkin 1799–1837)

KAROL SZYMANOWSKI (1882–1937)

Masques Op. 34 (1915–16) solo piano
Shéhérazade
Tantris le bouffon
Sérénade de Don Juan
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Z wiatrem, z wiatrem! niech drz.a̧ wrogi, We’ll ride into battle as the gale
Krwawy stoczym bój! Roars through the trees!
Raz.ni, zdrowi wrócim z drogi, We will return victorious
Z wiatrem, koniu mój! With our hearts aflame!

Tak, tak, dobrze! na zawody! But if fate has chosen for me
Jeśli polec mam! Death’s unfading crown,
Koniu, sam, do tej zagrody, You, my steed, without a rider
Wolny wróć tu sam! Shall return alone!

Slyszȩ jeszcze sióstr wol/anie, Still I hear my sisters’ voices
Zwróć siȩ koniu, stój! Begging my horse to stay.
Nie chcesz? Lećz.e, niech siȩ stanie! Would’st thou? No, the die is cast,
Leć na krwawy bój! So onward into the fray!

(Stefan Witwicki 1801–1847)

Piosnka Litewska Op. 74 No. 16 (1831) Lithuanian song

Bardzo raniuchno wschodzilo sloneczko, Very early one morning, the sun was rising,
Mama przy szklannym okienku siedzial/a, Near the glass window, Mother was sitting;
‘Ska̧dz.e to’, pyta̧, ‘powracasz cśreczko?’ ‘Where’, she asks, ‘are you coming from, my daughter?’
‘Gdzies twój wianeczek na gl/owie zmaczal/a?’ ‘Where did you get your wreath all wet?’

‘Kto tak raniuchno musi wodȩ nosić, ‘Those who must go bring water so early –
Nie dziw, It’s no wonder 
Ze moze swoj wianeczek zrosic.’ That they might get dew on their wreaths.’
‘Ej, zmyslasz, dziecie!’ Tys zapewne w pole, ‘Eh, you’re making it up, child!
Z twoim ml/odzianem gawȩdzić pobiegl/a.’ You probably ran off to the field to chat with that boy!’

‘Prawda, prawda, matusiu, prawdȩ wyznać wolȩ, ‘It’s true, true, Mother, truth I’d rather say,
Mojegom w polu ml/odziana spostrzegla, My sweetheart I spotted in the field;
Kilka chwil tylko zeszl/o na rozmowie, We only spent a few minutes
Tym czasem wianek zrosil/ siȩ na gl/owie.’ And in that time, dew settled on talking, my wreath.’

(Ludwik Osiński 1775–1838)

Śliczny chl/opiec Op. 74 No. 8 (1841) Handsome lad

Wzniosl/y, smukl/y i ml/ody, Young and tall and handsome,
O! nie lada urody. Oh, he’s my choice and my liking!

Śliczny chl/opiec, czego chcieć? What more handsome would you seek?
Czarny wa̧sik, bial/a pl/eć! Raven hair and golden cheek!

Niech siȩ spóźni godzinȩ, Should he be late in coming
To mi tȩskno az. ginȩ. My heart grows faint and numb.

Ledwie mrugnie oczyma, Just an eyelid’s flicker
Radość cala̧ mnie ima. Will make my heart beat quicker.
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Ona, kak polden’, khorosha She is as beautiful as noon
Op. 14 No. 9 (1896)
Ona, kak polden, khorosha, She is as beautiful as noon,
Ona zagadochnej polnochi. She has more enigma than midnight.
U nej neplakavshija ochi Her eyes have never filled with tears,
I nestradavshaja dusha. Her soul has never suffered.
A mne, chja zhizn borba i gore, And I, whose life is the one of struggle and sorrow,
Po nej tomitsja suzhdeno. O! I’m destined to long for her. Oh!
Tak vechno plachusheje more So ever the roaring sea
V bezmolvnyj bereg vljubleno. Is in love with the silent shore.

(Nikolai Minsky 1855–1937)

PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY (1840–1893)

Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla Was I not a little blade of grass
Op. 47 No. 7 (1880)
Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla, Was I not a little blade of grass in the field;
Ya li v pole ne zelenaya rosla; Growing green in the field?
Vzyali menya, travushku, skosili, They mowed me down, a little blade of grass,
Na solnyshke v pole issushili. They dried me in the sunshine.
Okh, ty, gore moye, goryushko! Oh, my sorrow, my woe!
Znat’ takaya moya dolyushka! So this, this, then, is my destiny!

Ya li v pole ne kalinushka bïla, Was I not a little wild rosebush in the field,  
Ya li v pole da ne krasnaya rosla; Growing red in the field? 
Vzyali kalinushku, slomali, They took the bush, uprooted it,
Da v zhgutiki menya posvyazali! Tied it in a bundle!
Okh, ty, gore moye, goryushko! Oh, my sorrow, my woe!
Znat’ takaja moya dolyushka! So this, this, then, is my destiny!

Ya l’ u batyushki ne dochen’ka bïla, Was I not my father’s daughter; 
U rodimoy ne cvetochek ya rosla; Was I not his little flower? 
Nevoley menya, bednuyu, vzyali, Yet they took me, all unwilling, 
Da s nemilym, sedym povenchali! And married me to an old man I do not love! 
Okh, ty, gore moye, goryushko! Oh, my sorrow, my woe! 
Znat’ takaya moya dolyushka! So this, this, then, is my destiny! 

(Ivan Surikov 1841–1880, after Taras Shevchenko 1814–1861)
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Kaz.de sl/śwko co powie Every fond word he whispers
Lgnie mi w sercu i w glowie. In my ear, my heart remembers.

Gdy pla̧samy we dwoje, When we’re dancing together
Patrza̧ na nas ócz roje. All eyes turn to us.

On powiedzial/ mi przecie, He’s already told me
Z
.
em mu wszystkiem na świecie! That I am all the world to him.

(Bohdan Zaleski 1802–1886)

SERGE RACHMANINOV (1873–1943)

Khristos voskres Op. 26 No. 6 (1906) Christ is risen

‘Khristos voskres’ pojut vo khrame; ‘Christ is risen’ they sing in church;
No grustno mne … dusha molchit. But I am sad … my soul is silent.
Mir polon krovju i slezami The world is full of blood and tears
I etot gimn pred altarjami And this hymn before the altars
Tak oskorbidtelno zvuchit. Rings like a mockery.
Kogdo b On byl mezh nas i videl, Were He among us and could see,
Chevo dostig nash slavnyj vek, What our glorious century has achieved,
Kak brata brat voznenavidel, How brothers hate one another,
Kak opozoren chelovek, How dishonoured is Man,
I jesli b zdes, v blestjashchem khrame If in this glittering church
‘Khristos Voskres’ on uslykhal, ‘Christ is risen’ He heard sung,
Kakimi b gorkimi slezami, What bitter tears He would have shed,
Pered tolpoj on, zarydal! Weeping before such a crowd!

(Dmitry Merezhkovsky 1865–1941)

Davno v lyubvi Op. 14 No. 3 (1896) How fleeting is love’s delight

Davno v lyubvi otradi malo How fleeting is love’s delight
Bez otzïva vzdokhi, bez radosti slezï; Sighs without answer, tears without joy,
Chto bïlo sladko, gorko stalo, What was sweet has become bitter;
Osïpalis rozï, rasseyalis gryozï. Rose petals fell, dreams were dispersed.
Ostav menya, smeshay s tolpoyu! Leave me, let me merge with the crowd! 
No ti otvernulas, a setuyesh, vidno, But you turned away, saddened, it seems,
I vsyo eshcho bolna ti mnoyu. Still wounded by me.
O, kak zhe mne tyazhko i kak mne obidno! Ah, how burdened my heart, how painful!

(Afanasy Fet 1820–1892)
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Ona, kak polden’, khorosha She is as beautiful as noon
Op. 14 No. 9 (1896)
Ona, kak polden, khorosha, She is as beautiful as noon,
Ona zagadochnej polnochi. She has more enigma than midnight.
U nej neplakavshija ochi Her eyes have never filled with tears,
I nestradavshaja dusha. Her soul has never suffered.
A mne, chja zhizn borba i gore, And I, whose life is the one of struggle and sorrow,
Po nej tomitsja suzhdeno. O! I’m destined to long for her. Oh!
Tak vechno plachusheje more So ever the roaring sea
V bezmolvnyj bereg vljubleno. Is in love with the silent shore.

(Nikolai Minsky 1855–1937)

PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY (1840–1893)
Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla Was I not a little blade of grass
Op. 47 No. 7 (1880)
Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla, Was I not a little blade of grass in the field;
Ya li v pole ne zelenaya rosla; Growing green in the field?
Vzyali menya, travushku, skosili, They mowed me down, a little blade of grass,
Na solnyshke v pole issushili. They dried me in the sunshine.
Okh, ty, gore moye, goryushko! Oh, my sorrow, my woe!
Znat’ takaya moya dolyushka! So this, this, then, is my destiny!

Ya li v pole ne kalinushka bïla, Was I not a little wild rosebush in the field,  
Ya li v pole da ne krasnaya rosla; Growing red in the field? 
Vzyali kalinushku, slomali, They took the bush, uprooted it,
Da v zhgutiki menya posvyazali! Tied it in a bundle!
Okh, ty, gore moye, goryushko! Oh, my sorrow, my woe!
Znat’ takaja moya dolyushka! So this, this, then, is my destiny!

Ya l’ u batyushki ne dochen’ka bïla, Was I not my father’s daughter; 
U rodimoy ne cvetochek ya rosla; Was I not his little flower? 
Nevoley menya, bednuyu, vzyali, Yet they took me, all unwilling, 
Da s nemilym, sedym povenchali! And married me to an old man I do not love! 
Okh, ty, gore moye, goryushko! Oh, my sorrow, my woe! 
Znat’ takaya moya dolyushka! So this, this, then, is my destiny! 

(Ivan Surikov 1841–1880, after Taras Shevchenko 1814–1861)
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Kaz.de sl/śwko co powie Every fond word he whispers
Lgnie mi w sercu i w glowie. In my ear, my heart remembers.

Gdy pla̧samy we dwoje, When we’re dancing together
Patrza̧ na nas ócz roje. All eyes turn to us.

On powiedzial/ mi przecie, He’s already told me
Z
.
em mu wszystkiem na świecie! That I am all the world to him.

(Bohdan Zaleski 1802–1886)

SERGE RACHMANINOV (1873–1943)
Khristos voskres Op. 26 No. 6 (1906) Christ is risen
‘Khristos voskres’ pojut vo khrame; ‘Christ is risen’ they sing in church;
No grustno mne … dusha molchit. But I am sad … my soul is silent.
Mir polon krovju i slezami The world is full of blood and tears
I etot gimn pred altarjami And this hymn before the altars
Tak oskorbidtelno zvuchit. Rings like a mockery.
Kogdo b On byl mezh nas i videl, Were He among us and could see,
Chevo dostig nash slavnyj vek, What our glorious century has achieved,
Kak brata brat voznenavidel, How brothers hate one another,
Kak opozoren chelovek, How dishonoured is Man,
I jesli b zdes, v blestjashchem khrame If in this glittering church
‘Khristos Voskres’ on uslykhal, ‘Christ is risen’ He heard sung,
Kakimi b gorkimi slezami, What bitter tears He would have shed,
Pered tolpoj on, zarydal! Weeping before such a crowd!

(Dmitry Merezhkovsky 1865–1941)

Davno v lyubvi Op. 14 No. 3 (1896) How fleeting is love’s delight
Davno v lyubvi otradi malo How fleeting is love’s delight
Bez otzïva vzdokhi, bez radosti slezï; Sighs without answer, tears without joy,
Chto bïlo sladko, gorko stalo, What was sweet has become bitter;
Osïpalis rozï, rasseyalis gryozï. Rose petals fell, dreams were dispersed.
Ostav menya, smeshay s tolpoyu! Leave me, let me merge with the crowd! 
No ti otvernulas, a setuyesh, vidno, But you turned away, saddened, it seems,
I vsyo eshcho bolna ti mnoyu. Still wounded by me.
O, kak zhe mne tyazhko i kak mne obidno! Ah, how burdened my heart, how painful!

(Afanasy Fet 1820–1892)
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Nyet, tol’ko tot kto znal Op. 6 No. 6 (1869) No, only one who knows longing
Nyet, tol’ko tot kto znal sveedanya zhazhdoo, No, only one who knows longing,
Paymyot kak ya stradal ee kak ya strazhdoo. Will know how I have suffered, and how I suffer now.
Glyazhoo ya dal’ … I look into the distance …
Net seel, tooskneyet oko … I’ve no more strength, my eyes grow dim …
Akh, kto menya lyubeel e znal dalyoko! Ah, the one who loved me and knew me is far away!

Nyet, tol’ko tot kto znal sveedanya zhazhdoo, No, only one who knows longing,
Paymyot kak ya stradal ee kak ya strazhdoo. Will know how I have suffered, and how I suffer now.
Vsya grood’ gareet … My heart’s aflame …
Kto znal sveedanya zhazhdoo, Only one who knows longing
Paymyot kak ya stradal, ee kak ya strazhdoo. Will know how I have suffered, and how I suffer now.

(Lev Mey 1822–1862, after Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 1749–1832)

Pesn’ Zemfirï Zemfira’s song
Staryi muzh, groznyi muzh, rezh minya, Old man, dreadful man, stab me,
Staryi muzh, groznyi muzh, zhgi minya, Old man, dreadful man, burn me,
Ya tverda, ne bayus’ I am strong, I don’t fear
Ni agnya, ni mecha, Either fire or sword,
Rezh minya, zhgi minya! Stab me, burn me!

Nenavizhu tibya, I hate you,
Prezirayu tibya, I despise you,
Ya drugovo lyublyu, I love another,
Umirayu lyubya. I die full of love.

On svezheye vesny, He is fresher than the spring,
Zharche letneva dnya; Warmer than a summer’s day;
Kak on molot i smel! How young and brave he is!
Kak on lyubit minya! How he loves me!

(Aleksandr Pushkin 1799–1837)

KAROL SZYMANOWSKI (1882–1937)
Masques Op. 34 (1915–16) solo piano
Shéhérazade
Tantris le bouffon
Sérénade de Don Juan
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Z wiatrem, z wiatrem! niech drz.a̧ wrogi, We’ll ride into battle as the gale
Krwawy stoczym bój! Roars through the trees!
Raz.ni, zdrowi wrócim z drogi, We will return victorious
Z wiatrem, koniu mój! With our hearts aflame!

Tak, tak, dobrze! na zawody! But if fate has chosen for me
Jeśli polec mam! Death’s unfading crown,
Koniu, sam, do tej zagrody, You, my steed, without a rider
Wolny wróć tu sam! Shall return alone!

Slyszȩ jeszcze sióstr wol/anie, Still I hear my sisters’ voices
Zwróć siȩ koniu, stój! Begging my horse to stay.
Nie chcesz? Lećz.e, niech siȩ stanie! Would’st thou? No, the die is cast,
Leć na krwawy bój! So onward into the fray!

(Stefan Witwicki 1801–1847)

Piosnka Litewska Op. 74 No. 16 (1831) Lithuanian song
Bardzo raniuchno wschodzilo sloneczko, Very early one morning, the sun was rising,
Mama przy szklannym okienku siedzial/a, Near the glass window, Mother was sitting;
‘Ska̧dz.e to’, pyta̧, ‘powracasz cśreczko?’ ‘Where’, she asks, ‘are you coming from, my daughter?’
‘Gdzies twój wianeczek na gl/owie zmaczal/a?’ ‘Where did you get your wreath all wet?’

‘Kto tak raniuchno musi wodȩ nosić, ‘Those who must go bring water so early –
Nie dziw, It’s no wonder 
Ze moze swoj wianeczek zrosic.’ That they might get dew on their wreaths.’
‘Ej, zmyslasz, dziecie!’ Tys zapewne w pole, ‘Eh, you’re making it up, child!
Z twoim ml/odzianem gawȩdzić pobiegl/a.’ You probably ran off to the field to chat with that boy!’

‘Prawda, prawda, matusiu, prawdȩ wyznać wolȩ, ‘It’s true, true, Mother, truth I’d rather say,
Mojegom w polu ml/odziana spostrzegla, My sweetheart I spotted in the field;
Kilka chwil tylko zeszl/o na rozmowie, We only spent a few minutes
Tym czasem wianek zrosil/ siȩ na gl/owie.’ And in that time, dew settled on talking, my wreath.’

(Ludwik Osiński 1775–1838)

Śliczny chl/opiec Op. 74 No. 8 (1841) Handsome lad
Wzniosl/y, smukl/y i ml/ody, Young and tall and handsome,
O! nie lada urody. Oh, he’s my choice and my liking!

Śliczny chl/opiec, czego chcieć? What more handsome would you seek?
Czarny wa̧sik, bial/a pl/eć! Raven hair and golden cheek!

Niech siȩ spóźni godzinȩ, Should he be late in coming
To mi tȩskno az. ginȩ. My heart grows faint and numb.

Ledwie mrugnie oczyma, Just an eyelid’s flicker
Radość cala̧ mnie ima. Will make my heart beat quicker.
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MODEST MUSORGSKY (1839–1881)
Pesni i plyaski smerti Songs and Dances of Death

Kolïbelnaya (1875) Lullaby
Stonet rebyonok. Svecha, nagoraya, A moaning child. A room dimly lit
Tusklo mertsayet krugom. by a flickering candle.
Tseluyu noch kolïbelku kachaya, A mother has kept awake all night,
Mat ne zabïlasa snom. rocking the cradle.

Ranïm-ranokhonko v dver ostorozhno, At first light, merciful Death
Smert serdobolnaya stuk! softly knocks at the door. The mother
Vzdrognula mat, oglyanulas trevozhno... starts up, looking anxiously around.
‘Polno pugatsa, moy drug! ‘Don’t by frightened, my friend.

Blednoye utro uzh smotrit v okoshko. Pale dawn already glimmers at the window.
Placha, toskuya, lyublya, Your tears of grief and love
Tï utomilas. Vzdremni-ko nemnozhko, have exhausted you. Sleep for a while,
Ya posizhu za tebya. I’ll watch for you.

Ugomonit tï ditya ne sumela. You could not soothe your child,
Slashche tebya ya spoyu.’ but my song is sweeter than yours.’
‘Tishe! rebyonok moy mechyotsa, byotsa, ‘Be quiet! My child is feverish and struggling,
Dushu terzayet moyu!’ It’s breaking my heart.’

‘Nu, da so mnoyu on skoro uymyotsa. ‘Ah, but I shall soon calm him.
Bayushki, bayu, bayu.’ Lullaby, lullay …’
‘Shchyochki bledneyut, slabeyet dïkhane ... ‘His cheeks are pale, his breathing is weaker …
Da zamolchi-zhe, molyu!’ Be quiet, I beg you!’

‘Dobroye znamene, stikhnet stradane. ‘A good sign: his suffering will soon be over.
Bayushki, bayu, bayu.’ Lullaby, lullay …’
‘Proch tï, proklyataya! Laskoy svoyeyu ‘Go away, you monster! Your caress
sgubish tï radost moyu!’ will destroy my darling.’

‘Net, mirnïy son ya mladentsu naveyu. ‘No, I’m lulling him peacefully to sleep.
Bayushki, bayu, bayu.’ Lullaby, lullay …’
‘Szhalsa, pozhdi dopevat, khot mgnovene, ‘Have mercy, wait a moment,
Strashnuyu pesnyu tvoyu!’ don’t finish your terrifying song!’

‘Vidish, usnul on pod tikhoye pene. ‘Look: my gentle song has sent him to sleep.
Bayushki, bayu, bayu.’ Lullaby, lullay …’

Serenada (1875) Serenade
Nega volshebnaya, noch golubaya, An enchanting languour, an azure night,
Trepetnïy sumrak vesnï. the shimmering twilight of spring…
Vnemlet, poniknuv golovkoy, bolnaya Her head bowed, a sick girl
Shopot nochnoy tishinï. listens to the whisperings of the night.
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FRYDERYK CHOPIN (1810–1849)
Gdzie lubi Op. 74 No. 5 There where she loves
Strumyk lubi w dolinie, Streams gurgle through the valley;
Sarna lubi w gȩstwinie, Birds are nesting under the eaves;
Ptaszek lubi pod strzecha̧, Deer hide in the forest,
Lecz dziewczyna, dziewczyna! But where can a girl’s heart find its home?

Z uciecha̧ lubi gdzie niebieskie oko, Perhaps where there are bright blue eyes,
Lubi gdzie i czarne oko, Or dark, deep, mysterious ones;
Lubi gdzie wesol/e pieśni, But to songs of love or pain
Lubi gdzie i smutne pieśni. Her heart may or may not fly.

Sama nie wie gdzie lubi, She herself is powerless
Wszȩdzie, wszȩdzie serce zgubi, As to where her heart will alight.
Sama nie wie gdzie lubi, She is powerless
Wszȩdzie serce zgubi. As to where her heart will stray.

(Stefan Witwicki 1801–1847)

Pierścień Op. 74 No. 14 (1836) The ring
Smutno niańki ci śpiewaly, Again you stand before me
A ja juz. kochal/em, Clothed in childlike pride, my love,
A na lewy palec mal/y As when in boyhood
Srebrny pierścień dal/em. I asked you to be my bride,
Pobrali dziewczȩta drudzy, Then I, your youthful lover,
Ja wiernie kochal/em, Gave you a tiny ring.
Przyszedl/ ml/ody chl/opiec cudzy And you promised me
Choć ja pierścień dal/em. To wear it until death.

Muzykantów zaproszono, But now I am far away,
Na godach śpiewal/em! Wishing I was near you.
Innego zostal/aś z.ona̧, And now you have married another man,
Ja zawsze kochal/em. Forgetting me and my ring.
Dziś dziewczȩta mnie wyśmialy, But you will never be
Gorzko zaplakal/em: Separated from my love.
Proz.nom wierny byl/ i stal/y, You, and that dear ring,
Proz.no pierścień dal/em. Will be cherished in my thoughts forever.

(Stefan Witwicki 1801–1847)

Wojak Op. 74 No. 10 (1831) The warrior
Rz.y mój gniady, ziemiȩ grzebie, Hark! My steed stamps the dust;
Puśćcie, czas juz., czas! He has heard the call!
Ciebie, ojcze, matko, ciebie, Farewell father, mother, sisters;
Siostry, z.egnam was! Farewell to you all!
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phrase ‘Bayushki, bayu, bayu’ which is fatally augmented in rhythm in the last two
bars.

Serenada also has a parallel in Schubert’s songs. But, while it is based on a
scenario similar to that of Der Tod und das Mädchen, it is quite different again. The
impressionistic piano scoring of the scene-setting introduction (composed before
Debussy and Ravel had written a note of music) is an extraordinary inspiration.
Death’s serenade is the sinister, leering obverse of the troubadour song in Il vecchio
castello in Pictures at an Exhibition.

Trepak, the earliest of the four pieces (and the opening number in Rimsky-
Korsakov’s edition of the cycle) is a remarkably flexible construction. It incorporates
nature descriptions as widely contrasted as the whirling blizzard in the middle and
the deceptively lyrical evocation of summer at the end, and yet it is always ready to
break into the Ukrainian dance through which Death allies himself with his drunken
peasant victim. It is even more remarkable that much of the melodic material
derives from the four notes of the Dies Irae first postulated low in the pianist’s left
hand in the opening bar.

Written two years after the rest of the cycle (in 1877), Polkovodets is the most
vividly coloured and, as much because of its battle-field imagery as the irresistible
power of Field-Marshal Death, the most terrifying. The piano writing of the
introduction derives to some extent from Liszt but still more from Musorgsky’s
fearless harmonic and acoustic imagination. The massively scored march theme in
the second half derives from a Polish revolutionary song, ‘Z dymem pozarów’.

Four years later Musorgsky himself was dead, his Songs and Dances of Death
still unpublished like much of his work. According to Vladimir Stasov, who
suggested the idea of the cycle to the composer in the first place, he had planned
four further songs and had actually played extracts to him. If Musorgsky’s young
poet friend Arseni Golenishtchev-Kutusov (who wrote the words for the existing
songs) supplied texts for the other four, nothing survives of them.

Notes by Gerald Larner © 2009

7

Son ne smïkayet blestyashchiye ochi, No sleep has touched those sparkling eyes,
Zhizn k naslazhdenyu zovyot, life invites her to enjoy its pleasures.
A pod okoshkom v molchani polnochi But beneath her window, in the still night,
Smert serenadu poyot: Death sings his serenade.

‘V mrake nevoli surovoy i tesnoy ‘Your youth is fading away
Molodost vyanet tvoya. in cruel, gloomy captivity.
Rïtsar nevedomïy, siloy chudesnoy I am your unknown knight, come to free you
Osvobozhu ya tebya. with my magic powers.

Vstan, posmotri na sebya: krasotoyu Stand up, look at yourself!
Lik tvoy prozrachnïy blestit, Your delicate face glows with beauty,
Shchyoki rumyanï, volnistoy kosoyu your cheeks are rosy, wavy tresses
Stan tvoy, kak tuchey obvit. waft around your body like a cloud.

Pristalnïkh glaz goluboye siyane, The piercing gaze of your blue eyes
Yarche nebes i ognya. is brighter than the sky or than fire.
Znoyem poludennïm veyet dïkhane... You breathe the sultry heat of midday,
Tï obolstila menya. you have conquered me.

Slukh tvoy plenilsa moyey serenadoy, You are captivated by my serenade,
Rïtsarya shopot tvoy zval, you call to your knight in a whisper.
Rïtsar prishyol za posledney nagradoy: Your knight has come for his reward,
Chas upoyenya nastal. the moment of ecstasy has arrived.

Nezhen tvoy stan, upoitelen trepet. The trembling of your tender body thrills me,
O, zadushu ya tebya I shall smother you in my strong embrace.
V krepkikh obyatyakh: lyubovnïy moy lepet Listen to my whispered words of love …
Slushay ... molchi ... Tï moya!’ Be silent … You are mine!’

Trepak (1875) Trepak
Les, da polyanï, bezlyude krugom. A forest clearing, not a soul around.
Vyuga i plachet i stonet; A blizzard howls and moans.
Chuyetsa, budto vo mrake nochnom, It feels as though in the black night
Zlaya, kovo-to khoronit. the Evil one is burying somebody.

Glyad, tak i yest! V temnote muzhika And look, there he is! In the darkness Death
Smert obnimayet, laskayet. is embracing and caressing a peasant.
S pyanenkim plyashet vdvoyom trepaka, He’s dancing a trepak with the drunk
Na ukho pesn napevayet: and crooning a song into his ear:

‘Okh, muzhichok, starichok ubogoy, ‘Ah, you wretched old peasant,
Pyan napilsa, poplyolsa dorogoy, you got blind drunk and staggered off home.
A metel-to, vedma, podnyalas, vzïgrala, But, like an old witch, a blizzard arose
S polya v les dremuchiy nevznachay zagnala. and lured you from the fields into the forest.
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and Tantris le bouffon clearly cannot be answered by reference to any kind of
programmatic purpose. Once again it seems that the answer is a musical one – in
this case a concern for securing some kind of thematic unity between the three
pieces (the fact that Sérénade de Don Juan was written first does not invalidate the
argument.) As with Tantris le bouffon Szymanowski has been accused of modelling
Sérénade de Don Juan on a French precedent. While there are echoes of Ravel’s
Alborada del gracioso again, or Debussy’s La sérénade interrompue, no composer
has created a more brilliant piano fantasy from the sounds, rhythmic figurations
and harmonies associated with the Spanish guitar than Szymanowski does here. 

MODEST MUSORGSKY (1839–1881)
Pesni i plyaski smerti (Songs and Dances of Death) (1875–7)

Kolïbel’ naya (Lullaby)
Serenada (Serenade)
Trepak
Polkovodets (The Field-Marshal)

‘Songs and dances’ is a serious understatement. Each one of the confrontations
with the symbolic figure of Death in Musorgsky’s Pesni i plyaski smerti is a
powerfully dramatic scene, some of them including a song or a dance but only
where the narrative situation demands it. The most extreme example is the first (in
the order the composer placed them), Kolïbel’ naya. Based on a story similar to that
of Schubert’s Erlkönig, in which Death wrests the ailing child from the protection of
the despairing parent, it is set in a quite different way. Erlkönig, though dramatic in
its characterization, is a pure song in which the words are aligned to a melodic
structure recurring from stanza to stanza. There is no comparable melodic structure
in Kolïbel’ naya. The vocal line is inflected according to the natural rise and fall of
the words of the narrator – of Death and of the hapless Mother – set against a piano
part concerned not so much with accompaniment in the conventional sense as with
heightening the drama: it creates the night-time sick-room atmosphere, signals
events like the eerie footsteps outside and the shock of the rap on the door, and
contrasts the emotional state of the Mother with the chilling implacability of Death.
The one melody, anticipated on Death’s first entry, is the recurring seven-note

6

Gorem, toskoy da nuzhdoy tomnïy, You’re worn out with grief, misery and poverty.
Lyag, prikorni, da usni, rodimïy! Lie down, curl up and sleep, my friend.
Ya tebya, golubchik moy, snezhkom sogreyu, I’ll warm you with a blanket of snow,
Vkrug tebya velikuyu igru zateyu. I’ll create a beautiful scene around you.

Vzbey-ka postel, tï myatel-lebyodka! Make up his bed, swan-white snow!
Gey, nachinay, zapevay pogodka! Strike up your song, blizzard!
Skazku, da takuyu, shtob vsyu noch tyanulas, Sing him a song that will last all night,
Shtob pyanchuge krepko pod neyo zasnulos. so the old drunk will sleep soundly.

Oy, vï lesa, nebesa, da tuchi, Come, forest, sky and clouds,
Tem, veterok, da snezhok letuchiy, darkness, wind and whirling snowflakes:
Sveytes pelenoyu, snezhnoy, pukhovoyu; weave a shroud of feather-light snow,
Yeyu, kak mladentsa, starichka prikroyu. I’ll wrap the old man up like a baby.

Spi, moy druzhok, muzhichok schastlivïy, Sleep, my friend, you lucky old peasant.
Leto prishlo, rastsvelo! Nad nivoy Summer is here and blooming. The sun
Solnïshko smeyotsa, da serpï gulyayut, smiles over the meadows, sickles flash,
Pesenka nesyotsa, golubki letayut ...’ there’s singing in the air, doves fly past …’

Polkovodets (1877) The Field-Marshal
Grokhochet bitva, bleshut broni, A battle is raging, armour flashes,
Orudya zhadnïe revut, bronze cannons roar,
Begut polki, nesutsa koni regiments charge, horses plunge,
I reki krasnïe tekut. the rivers run red with blood.

Pïlayet polden, lyudi byutsa; At scorching midday, they’re fighting;
Sklonilos solntse, boy silney; at sunset the battle is fiercer;
Zakat bledneyet, no derutsa as the light dims, the enemies
Vragi vse yarostney i zley. fight even more savagely.

I pala noch na pole brani. Night falls over the battlefield,
Druzhinï v mrake razoshlis... the troops disperse in the dark.
Vsyo stikhlo, i v nochnom tumane Everything becomes still, and in the night air
Stenanya k nebu podnyalis. groans rise up to the heavens.

Togda, ozarena lunoyu, And then, illuminated by the moon,
Na boyevom svoyom kone, riding his war horse,
Kostey sverkaya beliznoyu, his bones glistening white,
Yavilas smert. I v tishine, Death appears. Amidst the stillness,

Vnimaya vopli i molitvï, he listens to the cries and the prayers,
Dovolstva gordovo polna, and full of grim satisfaction
Kak polkovodets mesto bitvï he rides around the field of battle
Krugom obekhala ona. like a field marshal.
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experienced by the Polish composer on a trip to Sicily and North Africa in the
spring of 1914. A passionate interest in Mediterranean and Arab cultures joined
a fascination with visionary Skryabin and a recent exposure to the latest
developments in French music – he met both Debussy and Ravel in Paris on his way
back from Italy – to inspire an intensely personal hyper-impressionism.

Although the three movements of Masques bear descriptive titles like those of
Métopes, they are probably not as important in this case. In Shéhérazade, for
example, there is little orientalism of the kind to be found in Ravel’s orchestral
songs of the same name or Rimsky-Korsakov’s symphonic suite. At the same time it
is difficult to detect any narrative content beyond, perhaps, an at times voluptuous
and at times dangerous nocturnal atmosphere. In spite of its extravagant colouring
and the virtuosity applied in achieving it, Shéhérazade seems to be about a purely
musical subject: that is the theme with the habanera rhythm anticipated in the
Skryabinesque Lento assai, languido introduction and presented in its definitive
form – after an accelerating cadenza of swirling arpeggios, trills, and repeated
notes – in a gentle !" Allegretto. There are other, unrelated themes, like the lovely
melody introduced pianissimo in an untroubled D major after the con passione
central climax. Even so it is the habanera theme that dominates the last third of the
piece, first in a dramatically treated #" Vivace variant and finally in its original form
in the closing bars.

The title of the second movement, Tantris le bouffon, alludes to Ernst Hardt’s
parody Tantris der Narr which makes a special feature of that episode in the
legend where, in order to gain access to Isolde in King Mark’s court, Tristan
anagrammatically changes his name to Tantris and disguises himself as a jester. It
seems unlikely, however, that Szymanowski was thinking here of programmatic
detail rather than of the musical challenge of creating a scherzo which integrates
caricature and pathos not by alternating them in a simple ternary form – as in
Ravel’s Alborada del gracioso which is often said to be the source of his
inspiration – but in a constant fluctuation between the two extremes. Whatever his
thinking, it is brilliantly done – and not without recalling the habanera from
Shéhérazade, once in the middle and once near the end.

The habanera theme also occurs near the end of Sérénade de Don Juan where,
of course, it geographically belongs. The question of what it is doing in Shéhérazade

5

Na kholm podnyavshis, oglyanulas, Mounting a hill, he looks around,
Ostanovilas, ulïbnulas... he halts and smiles.
I nad ravninoy boyevoy And then across the battlefield
Razdalsa golos rokovoy: his doom-laden voice thunders out:

‘Konchena bitva! ya vsekh pobedila! ‘The battle is over! I have conquered you all!
Vse predo mnoy vï smirilis, boytsï! You soldiers have all yielded to me.
Zhizn vas possorila, ya pomirila! Life made you enemies, I reconcile you.
Druzhno vstavayte na smotr, mertvetsï! Rise as comrades for inspection, you dead men.

Marshem torzhestvennïm mimo proydite, Pass by me in solemn procession:
Voysko moyo ya khochu soschitat. I want to count my troops.
V zemlyu potom svoi kosti slozhite, Then lay your bones to rest in the ground,
Sladko ot zhizni v zemle otdïkhat! relish the peace of lying in the earth.

Godï nezrimo proydut za godami, Year will follow year unnoticed,
V lyudyakh ischeznet i pamyat o vas. even your memory will fade in men’s hearts.
Ya ne zabudu i gromko nad vami But I shall not forget. Every midnight
Pir budu pravit v polunochnïy chas! I shall hold a clamorous feast above you.

Plyaskoy tyazhyoloyu zemlyu sïruyu With my heavy dance I shall trample down
Ya pritopchu, shtobï sen grobovuyu the damp soil, so that for all eternity
Kosti pokinut vo vek ne mogli, your bones never leave their tomb,
Shtob nikogda vam ne vstat iz zemli!’ so that you never rise again from the earth.’

(Arseniy Golenishtchev-Kutusov 1848–1913)

encore

SERGE RACHMANINOV (1873–1943)
Prokhodit vsyo Op. 26 No. 15 (1906) All things pass away
Prokhodit vsyo, i net k nemu vozvrata, All things pass away, nothing will ever return.
Zhizn’ mchitsya vdal’, mgnoveniya bïstreye. Life hurries on, like passing moments.
Gde zvuki slov, zvuchavshikh nam kogda-to? Words uttered once find echo in oblivion.
Gde svet zari nas ozarivshikh dney? Who can call back yesterday’s dawn?
Rastsvel tsvetok,a azavatra on uvyanet. A flower grows, and tomorrow in withered.
Gorit ogon’, chtob vskore otgoret’ … A flame springs up, only to die in ashes …
Idyot volna, nad ney drugaya vstanet … The waters flow past, never still for a moment …
Ya ne mogu veselïkh pesen pet’! There cannot be any joy in my song!

(Daniil Rathaus 1868–1937)

English translations by Andrew Huth © 2009
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piano part, surely confirm that he was well acquainted with melancholy even then.
Scarcely happier, as the piano’s fateful bass notes between the two stanzas and at
the end suggest, Ona, kak polden’ khorosha is one of a pair of fascinatingly and
aptly orientalist settings of texts signed by N. Minsky, a pseudonym adopted by the
Jewish poet N.M. Vilenkin.

PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY (1840–1893)
Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla (Was I not a little blade of grass) 

Op. 47 No. 7 (1880)
Net, tol’ko tot, kto znal (No, only one who knows longing) Op. 6 No. 6 (1869)
Pesn’ Zemfirï (Zemfira’s song) (1855–60)

The Tchaikovsky group seems to offer alternative answers to the dilemma so
poignantly described in the first of them, Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla – a
consciously Russian, almost even Musorgskyan setting of a translation from a
Ukranian original, which makes particularly expressive use of a folk-derived
inflections in the three-line refrain. One answer is to go on lamenting like Goethe’s
Mignon, whose suffering (of a quite different order from that of the Ukranian girl)
has inspired many versions of ‘Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt’ but few as moving or
as accomplished as Tchaikovsky’s setting of Lev Mey’s Russian translation. The
other alternative is to rebel like Pushkin’s Zemfira, the spirited Gypsy protagonist of
the first of Tchaikovsky’s several Gypsy songs and one of the earliest of all his
works.

KAROL SZYMANOWSKI (1882–1937)
Masques Op. 34 (1915–16) for solo piano 

Shéhérazade
Tantris le bouffon
Sérénade de Don Juan

Szymanowski’s two most popular piano works, Métopes and Masques, were both
written in the middle of the First World War at his home in Tymoszówka in the
Ukraine. Neither the time nor the place left the slightest mark, however, on music
conceived under the influence of the evidently still-thrilling liberation of the senses
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Through-composed in folk-song idiom (even if the idiom is Polish rather than
Lithuanian), affectionately characterized and wittily eventful, Chopin’s setting is
one of the most accomplished of his songs. If there seems to be some erotic
significance in the snatch of mazurka, where the metre briefly changes from !! to "!
on the mention of the boyfriend, the Zeleski setting Śliczny chl/opiec – an adoring
love song charmingly dancing in mazurka rhythms throughout – confirms that
indeed there is.

SERGE RACHMANINOV (1873–1943)
Khristos voskres (Christ is risen) Op. 26 No. 6 (1906)
Davno v lyubvi (How fleeting is love’s delight) Op. 14 No. 3 (1896)
Ona, kak polden’ khorosha (She is as beautiful as noon) Op. 14 No. 9 (1896)

If Rachmaninov had not had to leave Russia in the middle of his career – a couple
of months after the October Revolution in 1917 – he might well have become one
of the great song composers of the twentieth century, alongside the likes of
Debussy and Strauss. Certainly, he wrote well over eighty songs at fairly regular
intervals during the twenty-five years before his departure and none at all in the
twenty-six years left to him after that. It was as though, having cut himself off from
his native country and its language, he had cut himself from its poetry too.
Whatever the reasons for his abandonment of the medium, it was uncompromising
and absolute.

One of the most impressive of all Rachmaninov’s songs, Khristos voskres is the
centre of gravity of the Fifteen Romances written at Ivanovka in the late summer of
1906, shortly before the his departure for Dresden and the composition of the
Second Symphony. In spite of the pianist’s allusions to the Easter chant from the
Obikhod in the opening and closing bars, it is not a hymn to Easter but, far from it,
a bitterly ironic, eloquently declaimed denunciation of the evil in the modern world.

The Twelve Romances Op. 14 were the last songs Rachmaninov wrote before the
traumatic failure of his First Symphony in 1897 and indeed – apart from one or two
isolated examples – the last before the success of the Second Piano Concerto
restored his self-confidence in 1901. This is not to say, however, that gloom was
unknown to him when working on his Op. 14. His choice of Afanasy Fet’s Davno v
lyubvi and his setting of it, with its drooping vocal line and dramatically eloquent
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FRYDERYK CHOPIN (1810–1849)
Gdzie lubi (There where she loves) Op. 74 No. 5 (1829)
Pierścień (The ring) Op. 74 No. 14 (1836)
Wojak (The warrior) Op. 74 No. 10 (1831)
Piosnka Litewska (Lithuanian song) Op. 74 No. 16 (1831)
Śliczny chl/opiec (Handsome lad) Op. 74 No. 8 (1841)

Of the four composers represented on this CD by their songs, Chopin was by far the
least ambitious in the art of setting words to music. As he said when urged to
compose more for the voice, ‘Just leave me to my piano: that’s what I do.’ Although
he wrote songs over a period of at least sixteen years – the earliest of the nineteen
surviving examples dates from 1829, the latest from 1845 – he attached little value
to them and made no attempt to get them published. It wasn’t until 1857, eight
years after his death, that they appeared in print (as Op. 74), and for decades
afterwards they were still more likely to be heard in Liszt’s Chants polonais, a
popular set of solo-piano transcriptions, than in the original.

Not among the songs Liszt chose to transcribe, Gdzie lubi is the earliest of
Chopin’s eight settings of poems by his friend Stefan Witwicki. It is also one of the
most sophisticated, at least in the sense that it is through-composed, changing not
only its tune and its harmonies for the middle stanza but also its dance rhythms,
from waltz to mazurka, and adding more mazurka rhythms in the brilliant little
piano postlude. Pierścień, another Witwicki setting written six years later for Maria
Wodzinska, is presented as a comparatively simple mazurka – too simple for Liszt,
who transformed it into a passable imitation of the piano piece Chopin might have
written with the same material.

Wojak, the last of the three Witwicki settings in this group, is a heroic inspiration
written in Vienna early in 1831, possibly in reaction to the events in Warsaw in
November 1830. Chopin was unable to take part in the uprising but, as he said, he
could ‘at least beat the drum’ – as he so effectively does here in a ballad which, if
it is scarcely equal to the Erlkönig comparison regularly applied to it, certainly
develops a galloping momentum. Traditionally attributed to Witwicki (who quoted it
in the preface to his collection of Piosnki Siellski in 1830), the text of Piosnka
Litewska was actually translated by Ludwig Osinski from a Lithuanian original.
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FRYDERYK CHOPIN 12.00
01 Gdzie lubi There where she loves Op. 74 No. 5 01.25
02 Pierścień The ring Op. 74 No. 14 02.00
03 Wojak The warrior Op. 74 No. 10 02.19
04 Pionska Litewska Lithuanian song Op. 74 No. 16 02.18
05 Śliczny chl/opiec Handsome lad Op. 74 No. 8 03.42

SERGE RACHMANINOV 07.34
06 Khristos voskres Christ is risen Op. 26 No. 6 02.54
07 Davno v lyubvi How fleeting is love’s delight Op. 14 No. 3 01.27
08 Ona, kak polden’, khorosha She is as beautiful as noon Op. 14 No. 9 03.03

PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY 12.54
09 Ya li v pole da ne travushka bïla Was I not a little blade of grass Op. 47 No. 7 06.24
10 Nyet, tol’ko tot kto znal No, only one who knows longing Op. 6 No. 6 03.40
11 Pesn’ Zemfirï Zemfira’s song 02.40

KAROL SZYMANOWSKI Masques Op. 34 for solo piano 22.32
12 Shéhérazade 09.51
13 Tantris le bouffon 05.39
14 Sérénade de Don Juan 06.51

MODEST MUSORGSKY Songs and Dances of Death 20.35
15 Kolïbelnaya Lullaby 04.53
16 Serenada Serenade 04.26
17 Trepak Trepak 04.44
18 Polkovodets The Field-Marshal 06.20

encore
19 announcement 00.05
20 SERGE RACHMANINOV Prokhodit vsyo All things pass away Op. 26 No. 15 02.45

Total time: 78.47
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